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This is a follow-up to my Extended Tamil proposal L2/10-256R. It reflects some further 

thought I have been giving to the matter of how Extended Tamil and related script-forms 

should be represented at the encoding level. It also describes use of Extended Tamil for 

contexts I had not considered earlier. No part of this document alters any of the Extended 

Tamil characters or their names or properties as proposed by L2/10-256R, however. The 

only intention is to clarify the details of the implementation and usage of Extended Tamil. 

§1. Encoding model of Extended Tamil and related script-forms 

§1.1. Tamil script for Tamil language 

Just to cover the entire spectrum, I first note that characters from the Tamil block are used 

to denote the Tamil language (obviously). The point is that Extended Tamil characters 

which are intended for the proposed Tamil Extended block are not used for this: 
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(The above verse is the first verse from the Tirumantiram, a text on the Shaiva Vedanta 

religion attributed to one sage Tirumūlar.) 

§1.2. Grantha script for Sanskrit language 

At the other end of the spectrum, the Grantha script – to be precise, characters from the 

Grantha block – are used to denote Sanskrit as in this verse from the Bhagavad Gītā (18-66): 
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§1.3. Extended Tamil script (Liberal variant) for Sanskrit language 

The same verse in Extended Tamil, using characters from the Tamil and Tamil Extended 

blocks and a font that displays those characters in the orthographic style we have called in 

our proposal L2/10-256R as ET-L or Extended Tamil Liberal: 

HI#*I��� �J��K�  

��� L�M N�OM P�Q । 

RSM �#� HI#����?T��� 

���U��V��W �� 7E ॥XY  
 

The language is Sanskrit. Both Tamil-style and Grantha-style glyphs are seen. Only 

characters from the Tamil and Tamil Extended block are used. No characters from the 

Grantha block are used. 

§1.4. Extended Tamil script (Conservative variant) for Sanskrit language 

The same verse in ET-C or Extended Tamil Conservative: 

HI#�4I��� �J��K�  

��� L��2 N�O�2 P�Q । 

RS�2 �#� HI#���� 4��� 

���U��V��W �� 7E ॥XY  
 

The language is Sanskrit. Only Tamil-style glyphs along with superscript digits (or other 

diacritics in other variants) are seen. Only characters from the Tamil and Tamil Extended 

block are used. No characters from the Grantha block are used. 

§1.5. Mixed Grantha and Tamil scripts for mixed Sanskrit and Tamil languages 

A translation of the same verse above into Tamil interlaced with Sanskrit words, in which 

the Sanskrit portions – often parts of words and not even whole words – are represented in 

the Grantha script (marked in blue): 

'()*+)\�	�]� ./01,^� �X_� ���`a#	
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This writing style, called Manipravalam, is marked by a pronounced increase in the usage 

of Sanskrit word-roots, especially Sanskrit-style compounds and Sanskrit verb-roots, which 

however mostly take Tamil-style word endings (as seen above) while sometimes Sanskrit-

style word endings may also be seen. When the writer seeks to accurately represent the 

Sanskrit-style portions, s/he uses Grantha. 

In such a writing style, the language is variously Sanskrit and Tamil. Sanskrit 

portions are composed entirely using characters from the Grantha block and Tamil 

portions entirely from the Tamil block. No characters from the Tamil Extended block are 

used. The Sanskrit/Grantha portions will exhibit Grantha orthographic rules while the 

Tamil/Tamil portions will exhibit Tamil ones. Thus this is a true mixture of two scripts. 

§1.6. Extended Tamil script (Conservative variant) for Sanskrit fragments in Tamil 

When significant portions of a Tamil passage are judged to be in Sanskrit and are desired to 

be accurately represented, the mixed Tamil-Grantha writing as described above is used. 

When there is no desire for such accuracy, especially when Sanskrit words are considered 

full imports into the Tamil language, such Sanskrit-derived words are written in the Tamil 

script without any extensions. Most of the time, Sanskrit-aware readers can infer the 

original Sanskrit word with its proper phonetic content from the context.  

Occasionally, however, a writer will desire to mark a Sanskrit-derived Tamil word so 

that it is not confused with a similar native Tamil or another Sanskrit-derived Tamil word. 

For example, the word bhāvam (from Skt bhāva = state of mind) in Tamil would be written 

the same as pāvam (from Skt pāpa = sin, used to express sympathy). In a context where the 

writer seeks to convey to the reader it is the former word that is intended and not the 

latter, the writer will leave no room for doubt and use ET-C for the consonant, as follows: 

��#�
�b� e�I�� �4i#� ���jb#I �#I … ��#� 

� �$� �Vb �g��l��& 
 

Whether an Extended Tamil character has here been used for a Sanskrit word or a Tamil 

one is moot, and in fact, it is irrelevant. Extended Tamil is intended to enable the Tamil 

script to distinguish more sounds that it is natively able to. Such a distinction was required 

here, and was hence accomplished using Extended Tamil. The next section will 

demonstrate that Extended Tamil is not limited to the writing of Sanskrit. Thus even if it 

were argued that it is a Tamil word here that Extended Tamil was used to denote, no fault 

can be found with that on principle.  
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§1.7. Concluding words on encoded representation 

The condensed summary of the above analysis can be stated as follows. Characters from 

the Grantha block are only used in two very clearly defined contexts: when the 

writing is entirely Grantha/Sanskrit, and for the Grantha/Sanskrit parts of 

Manipravalam texts. For all other cases, only Tamil and Extended Tamil characters 

are to be used, even if Grantha-style glyphs are seen in some renderings thereof and 

irrespective of the language represented. When one clearly understands this demarcation, 

all confusions will disappear. There is no “mixing” of scripts at the encoding level even if 

any seems to exist at the superficial glyphc level. 

Even Manipravalam, which comes close to “mixing” scripts, is encoding-wise stable. 

Even when characters with script=grantha and script=tamil are “mixed” in the sense of 

being present in the same “word”, they are never mixed in rendering – i.e. combinations of 

base characters and combining marks with different script properties will never occur and 

do not need to be supported. (In fact, such combinations should not be supported in the 

interest of ensuring sane data input.) As to where exactly the script boundary occurs in a 

given Manipravalam text, i.e. where the sequence of script=grantha characters ends and 

that of script=tamil characters starts, it is up to the inputter to carefully compose the text 

such that there will be no problem when the text is later used. “Caveat scriptor”! 

§2. The use of Extended Tamil for other than Sanskrit 

In my Extended Tamil proposal, I had predominantly considered the use of Extended Tamil 

for the writing of Sanskrit. In passing, I had also cast a glance at its use for writing 

Saurashtra assuring that Extended Tamil as proposed by me would also support this. I was 

content to consider only Sanskrit and Saurashtra because these are the only two languages 

explicitly mentioned in TUS chapter on Tamil as requiring the use of numeral diacritics. 

However, I realized that Extended Tamil can be and is also used to write very many 

other languages. I provide samples for Hindi, Marathi, Telugu and Kannada. These are 

Hindu religious compositions in these respective languages by Goswami Tulasi Das, Sant 

Jnaneshvar, Tyagaraja Swami and Purandara Dasa, who are all recognized to have chiefly 

employed these particular languages in their extensive literary output. The source for 

these samples is a book Śrī Bhāgavata Sammelana Sampradāya Bhajana Mālā published in 2008 

by Śrī Jñānānanda Sēvā Samājam, Mandaveli, Chennai which is a respected institution in 

these Hindu religious circles. The page numbers are given along with the samples. 
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Hindi, p 236      Marathi, p 245 

Telugu, p 230      Kannada, p 203 

These samples indicate that Extended Tamil is used for languages other than Sanskrit and 

Saurashtra as well, It is also to be noted that such usage for South Indian languages like 

Telugu and Kannada will mean that the contrast between short E/O and long EE/OO exists. 

(Such contrast is seen in the Kannada sample above, for example.) That does not alter the 

fact that Sanskrit and Saurashtra are the major usage cases for Extended Tamil, however. 
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